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Pörtner & Farrell. 2008

S2

S4

focus on aerobic scope

cf. also Philip Munday’s talk on 
Monday addressing acclimation and 
genetic adaptation 



Temperature anomaly from1970 to 2010

case study possibilities!
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relative global temperature change

IPPC AR5 WG1 Fig FAQ 14.2-1

BUT: Tropical species are considered to be especially sensitive to climate
change because they live close to their thermal maximum and exhibit limited 
capacity for acclimation. Donelson et al. 2012.

focus area
in this talk



reproductive physiology 

• most helpful insights but mainly directed towards aquaculture 
(e.g. egg quality, puberty, light manipulation)

• we (AFRB) need “numbers”; oocyte size, egg/embryo size, 
fecundity… to calculate spawning time, reproductive investment, 
total egg/embryo production (TEP; cf. SSB = scalar × TEP)…
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Control of FOM and ovulation
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Migaud et al. 2010.

light; the production of melatonin



seasonal environmental cues in temperate teleost species

Migaud et al. 2010. 



ovulation temperature is critical
Atlantic salmon

Atlantic cod Righton et al. 2010. 

Vikingstad et al. 2016.



reproductive ecology and climate
a simple literature survey 

• generally, little emphasis on climate change 
• search output highly dependent upon chosen terms
• four results are shown   



BACKGROUND INFO.
today increased focus on terms (keywords) like “driver + pressure + 
marine + ecosystem + assessment”

Publications per year over 
the past 45 years 

1500 publications per-year line 

Oesterwind et al. 2016. 



so what about our field of interest?

PS: fish + fecundity; several thousand papers between 1946 and 2016



Hay et al. 2008



Rijnsdorp et al. 2009



Treml et al. 2012



Lowerre-Barbieri et al. 2016

Asch 2013; 
Asch & Checkley 2013



methods available to glance into the future  

• life history theory/theoretical ecology: fundamental assumptions 
• biophysical modelling: model parameterization 
• extrapolations of time series: predictions vs projections 
• experimental studies: representativeness, generation time
• studying “warm-water ecosystems”: photoperiod, trophodynamics  



Kjesbu et al. 2014.

Kola temperature and HSI: 
recent trends in opposite directions 

extrapolations of time series



many tanks around but surprisingly few with environmental control

experimental studies

Atlantic mackerel (IMR Matre Research Station)



“Critical latitudes” 63-68 °N

studying “warm-water ecosystems”

Sundby et al. 2016



reproductive ecology and climate change
some additional reflections 

• spawning time: a strong genetic component OK
• the same also likely applies to egg/embryo size 
• fecundity highly dynamic OK
• better conceptual models are needed OK



spawning time: a strong genetic component 
but modulated by light (“trigger”) and temperature (“regulator”)

Barrio et al. 2016



switching from spring spawner to autumn spawner
e.g. the Baltic cod (55-56 °N)

Wieland et al. 2000. ICES JMS



SAHFOS. 2010

C. finm. C. helgol.

Regime shift in the North Sea
Calanus finmarchicus vs. Calanus helgolandicus from the cold 1960s and 1970s to present warm 
period. Abundance of C.f. and C.h. peaks in spring and autumn, respectively. 

Phenology: Richardson. 
2008. ICES JMS



the same also likely applies to egg/embryo size
egg dry weight (historic change 1-10%) vs. fecundity (historic change 50-58%) 

dos Santos Schmidt et al. (in review)

Atlantic herring



fecundity highly dynamic
Oogonial proliferation should increase under climate change: fecundity ↑
Atresia should increase under climate change: fecundity ↓

Kjesbu et al. 2010



based on physiological elaborations…

Pörtner et al. 2001



Micrograph: Harald Kryvi, Univ. of Bergen

Oogonial

nests 

oocyte

How to enumerate the tiniest cells?
methods do exist today, e.g. packing density theory



better conceptual models are needed

“numbers” and “lag effects” are missing
“Environment” should be expanded to include climate change



conclusions

• our work should be placed in an interdisciplinary context
• a suite of “tools” need to be combined
• adults are equally sensitive as the larvae
• the role of photoperiod is too little emphasized  
• spawning time and likely egg/embryo size strongly genetically 

controlled
• ovulation dynamics known to be critical
• fecundity shows high plasticity but future development unclear
• better conceptual models should be developed
• much more will be known in a few years


